Laya made slow but steady progress in all areas of her intense programme
of rehabilitation. Despite her own admissions of frustration at times, at the
slow rate of improvement, Laya recounts her time in Liverpool Brain Injury
Unit as an environment where she felt fully supported and constantly
encouraged by all the staff and therapists.
"/was very fortunate as I had a good Doctor looldng after my Rehabilitation;
she was the Rehabilitation Unit Manager. Her name was Doctor H. and she
gave me a lot of encouragement. One thing that has stuck in my mind to this
very day is her saying, "Laya your mind is a very powerful thing, it controls
everything; it's all in the mind'" I enjoyed my conversations with her."

Eventually Laya was transferred to a Transitional Living Unit where she
spent six months regaining some form of independence. She recalls her
time there favourably; wishing she could go back, as the Carers were fun
people and the outings were great, "!had friends there- people to talk to not like now!"
Unfortunately these days Laya longs for company. Her friends have stopped
visiting and she feels lonely and bored. She is unable to work - her only
experience with work placement she likened to that of a 'sheltered
workshop', which due to her mental capabilities, she found frustrating and
depressing. Regrettably, despite overcoming huge adversities along her
journey of recovery, and achieving more than most people ever would in a
lifetime, today she portrays a picture of social isolation.
"Nobody comes around anymore - nobody cares. People move on with their
own lives. A few weeks ago I came across my old best friend, whom I hadn 't
seen for about 8 years. We talked and she gave me her business card and said
to call her at work and we could arrange something. Well I called her a couple
of days later- she said she was busy and would call me back later. I'm still
waiting, but I know she won't call."

Laya still works hard towards walking without her frame. She has
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hydrotherapy and goes to the gym each week. She relates her recovery to ."
that of being at the bottom of a ladder and climbing up one step at a time.
Undoubtedly her optimism and commitment, especially during her early
years of rehabilitation, combined with continuing family support, have
contributed to her positive outcome to date. Her outlook on her life today is
perhaps less confident, but she has the ability to reflect philosophically
about life in general, with the realisation that considering the severity of her
injuries, she is indeed fortunate to be where she is today.
'You can 't reverse time or change circumstances. I consider myself lucky that I
can walk and talk!"

Finally, I finished our conversation with three questions that I asked each
interviewee for this project:
Looking back- what is the single most important issue you faced during
your recovery?
"Maldng old friends stay around - I need friends more than anything in the
world. "

What about now - what is the most important issue you face now?
"Now? The same - friends!"

What is the one message you would like everyone to know about what you
have been through and what you are still going through?
"I would like to create more community awareness - to educate the community
to have more patience and understanding of people with a brain injury. My
Speech Therapist is training me to do public spealdng at schools - but she says
I need to increase the volume of my speech a little more. What do you thinkhow do I sound to you?"

So I tell her, "Laya you sound just fine to me! Maybe I could become your
friend .... "
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friends/family/carers. Most people with brain injuries continue to improve over
time, others reach a point where their recovery seems to stali or plateau. You
will have access to on-going support from the Community Rehabilitation Team
and to A, B & C resources."
But they didn't. No one for instance told me meningitis, epilepsy and
infection/abscesses are some of the side-effects of this injury that might be a
factor. You ended up having all three and each time it felt like such a
frightening setback.
The other thing I found frustrating was that many medical people left it up to
me to explain things to you - to give you the bad news. This meant you started
resenting me and what I was saying- the old "shoot the messenger syndrome".
It would have been much better if someone else had told you everythingparticularly things like what you can't/shouldn't do. You ended up calling me
"handbrake" when I was just passing on the opinion of the medical experts."

Despite putting an enormous amount of effort into returning to work, Julian
was retrenched which was a severe blow to his confidence and self esteem.
According to ]an, the support they received from the Community Rehab
Team from the Royal Rehab Centre at Ryde was fantastic.
'The recovery process seems to be a continuous process of taking three steps
forwards, then one giant leap back. Whenever there was a setback (like his
retrenchment) to overcome, we had access to our own Case Worker, who knew
]ulian and was a trained Occupational Therapist. I just couldn't have managed
him and his reactions to things by myself" she says. I'm just not trained to
deal with someone who isn't able to see things logically or clearly- it takes a
special type of skill and patience. Besides, I was trying to adjust to the shift in
roles since his accident. It's hard to draw a line between caring and becoming
paranoid. ]ulian really objected to being wrapped in cotton wool and I wanted
to return to being his wife and partner. Without the Community Rehab Team I
would have been forced into some sort of health care role which would have
placed even more stress on our relationship."
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As it happened, life then took an unexpected but providential turn when
family friends bought a nursery in Dunbogan, near Port Macquarie and
offered ]ulian a job. The family made the huge decision of selling their
Sydney home and relocating to the serenity of coastal Lake Cathie and
]ulian undertook a TAFE course in Horticulture Certificate !1. ]an believes
that this was the best decision that they could have made in regard to
adapting to their altered lifestyle since Julian's accident. She felt that in
Sydney they were in a 'negative-holding-pattern', and since the move north
things have been a lot easier to handle in many unexpected ways. Her
personal philosophy in coping is to be admired,
'We had to be able to say goodbye to the old plans to make room for the new
ones," she says reflectively, "by moving to a completely new place, we were able
to leave our old dreams in our old house!"

From all view points, Julian has made a remarkable overall recovery. He
can now run, and although he suffers from some balance problems, he
competes each year in the Manly Soft Sand Classic 9km run, which is a
huge achievement! Unfortunately he requires daily medication for Epilepsy.
He also suffers from depression for which he also takes daily medication.
He believes that he has gradually come to accept that there are some things
we will not be able to do without supervision, and emphasises the
importance of establishing routines to help lessen the anxiety associated
with short term memory problems. In 2002 he had a cochlear implant and
now wears a hearing aid. This has provided the biggest single improvement
to his overall rehabilitation and well-being - without the implant he could
not hear anything at all.
Although ]an and Julian miss the support and advice of their Case Worker
from Ryde, they have found a local GP who provides excellent support.
They also have access to the North Coast Head Injury Service, although
their staff are stretched to limit, so one-to-one care is pretty much reserved
for those with more severe head injuries.
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Paul started back to work around mid April, only going in for about half a
day a week, and gradually increasing this time each fortnight. In mid
September 2004 he got his driver's licence reinstated, which naturally
increased his independence. Paul's career didn't suffer any setbacks
because of his accident, in fact if anything it has blossomed;

"If anything this has helped my career; it has given me more perspective and
balance in my approach." Paul says.
Paul's recovery to date is nothing less than astonishing considering the
shocking injuries he sustained during his fall. What stands out as even
more amazing however, is the fast rate at which he has achieved his goals.
When this is suggested to him he modestly replies,

'Yeah I am doing pret9J well. Each week gets better. My broken leg doesn't
work as well as it used to - the jlexibili9J has gone, which causes me to limp a
little. But intellectually I feel I am back to about 98% and emotionally I am even
better than I used to be before the accident; I am less driven now. For me the
greatest learning has been around the phrase 'is it life or death?' It has given
me some real perspective on whether something is really important, because
'life or death' for me has real meaning!"
When asked about the most important issue he faced during his recovery,
Paul replied that not a lot frustrated him initially, due to ignorance of his
situation. However as his cognition progressed and understanding
improved, he found the inflexibility of his rehab programme caused him
some angst.

tell me if! wasn't. It was an unusual period for me and hard to put into words,
but fortunately it didn't last long."
When asked about the most important issue he faces now he says they are
probably not brain injury related,

"My goals and interests have moved on .from my injury to those of a 9Jpical
husband, father and working person."
Finally, when asked about the message he would like to give to others, he
says,

"My advice for others is give it time, be patient and flexible. just like the body,
the brain too needs to be exercised, and I have found doing crosswords every
day very beneficial. I also discovered that sometimes just talking to others in
similar situations can be more beneficial than exercising. I have been lucky. I
stayed positive and goal focused throughout. I continue to receive tremendous
support and encouragement.from all those around me, and this combined with
my own motivation to get better, have been integral parts of the matrix ofmy
successful outcome. After a traumatic experience like mine, you have a greater
appreciation of life and don't take a moment for granted!"
Looking at Paul Raciborski, you would never guess what he has been
through. But listening to him, an emotional intelligence and insightfulness
is revealed, because of what he has been through.

"Everybody is individual- you can't pigeon hole a patient or family. None of the
fellow patients were the same and professionals need to understand individual
needs.
Not so long ago I went through a phase oj'se!f-doubt'- I questioned my own
take on my actual recovery- was I as good as I thought I was - would anyone
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